DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES
DO NOT SCALE
TOLERANCES ±0.3 UNLESS STATED

PATerson INSTRUMENTS PTY LTD

HPT TESTING MACHINE ACTUATOR

PART 1 - MAIN BODY

ACN 008 644 273

SCALE 1:2
DATE AUG 1993
DRAWING NO 2401

MATERIAL ASSAB 705
(HB 300±30)
AS RECEIVED
BLACK ONIamio FINISH

6 HOLES ø6 ø18 EQUISPACEO ON 230 PCD

SEE DRG 2401 FOR SECTION B-B

SHALLOW GROOVE ~1X1

2 HOLES ø6-6 IN PCD 130 TAP ONE øM8 X 10 DEEP AT TOP END

8 HOLES øM6 X 12 DEEP EQUISPACEO ON 160 PCD

8 HOLES øM6 X 40 DEEP EQUISPACEO ON 175 PCD